
EUROPITCH
A new star is born

Lolium perenne

Profile
You are looking for best fineness of leaf? Highest score in visual merit? At the same time maximum of wear tolerance?
Become the champion in turf with EUROPITCH through outstanding results in the official STRI-list (Table S1). EUROPITCH
convinces with the best score in shoot density and has as well a quick establishment as a very good recovery. With a
medium green colour and use for both Fine lawns and Sports turf EUROPITCH is a unique mixing partner for all premium
mixtures.

The best choice for tough and pretty lawns: EUROPITCH

 STRI - one of the best for sports uses

 Extreme wear tolerance

 Highest score for visual merit

 Excellent density and fineness of leaf

 Quick establishment

STRI S1 - Sport uses
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STRI S1 - Sport uses
MeanMean 7.8

RecoveryRecovery 7.3

Visual meritVisual merit 7.9

Shoot densityShoot density 7.8

Fineness of leafFineness of leaf 7.5

Disease resistanceDisease resistance 4.1

Winter greennessWinter greenness 5.4

Summer greennessSummer greenness 5

Source: Turfgrass Seed 2022, British Society of Plant Breeders

STRI L1 - Lawns, Landscaping
MeanMean 7.2

Slow regrowthSlow regrowth 6.6

Visual meritVisual merit 7.5

Shoot densityShoot density 7.2

Fineness of leafFineness of leaf 7.5

Cleanness of cutCleanness of cut 6.6

Disease resistanceDisease resistance 5.3

Winter greennessWinter greenness 5

Summer greennessSummer greenness 5.7

Source: Turfgrass Seed 2022, British Society of Plant Breeders
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All specified informations, recommendations and representations mentioned here are made to the best of our knowledge and belief, but
without guarantee of completeness or accuracy. We cannot guarantee that the properties described are repeatable. All information is
provided as an aid to decision-making. Deutsche Saatveredelung AG excludes adhesion for damage or claims for damages, resulting of the
use for the variety specified in this description. Mixture compositions may change if individual varieties are not available. As of 01/2021.
Subject to change without notice.

Breeders classification
MeanMean -

Shoot densityShoot density -

Fineness of leafFineness of leaf -

Living ground cover (%)Living ground cover (%) -

Drought toleranceDrought tolerance -

Frost tolerance (%)Frost tolerance (%) -

Spring green upSpring green up -

Disease resistanceDisease resistance -
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